
The digital ecosystem for your Vivatmo pro device

Vivasuite for Vivatmo

from Bosch
The intelligently connected FeNO measuring system.



Bosch Healthcare Solutions GmbH Stuttgarter Str. 130, Waiblingen, Germany

Vivasuite is not classified as a medical device. Subject to technical modifications.          
Not all products are available in all regions. Ask your local sales representative for availability in specific markets.

www.vivasuite.com
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Connect your device with Vivasuite

What is Vivasuite?
Vivasuite is the digital healthcare ecosystem by Bosch. It is not a laboratory information system, but a cloud based
device management tool, that enables you to manage your devices at different locations and receive system updates
to ensure availability of the most recent features. Vivasuite works independently from your LIS/HIS system.
Vivasuite runs in the Bosch managed Cloud and applies highest standards regarding IT security and data privacy.

Get the newest features

Minimize system downtime

Track your device performance

Export data for statistics

Control your data

Manage multiple devices at
remote settings
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Data security
 ◾ No access to patient data
 ◾ No remote access to the device
 ◾ Separate data storages for different purposes
 ◾ Vivatmo exchanges solely technical information 

with Vivasuite

Manage software updates
 ◾ Stay updated on new device features
 ◾ Track your software history

Technical data
 ◾ Supply Vivasuite with technical information to 

ensure continuous device performance

Advantages of Vivasuite
View device 
information 
and general 
device data

View all 
devices in one 
dashboard

Get statistics 
relating to your 
device usage

Save time with 
less “on-device” 
work

Bosch managed 
Cloud device

Mobile device 
monitoring

Know when 
your devices 
were last 
synchronized

Check for 
remaining 
measurement 
trials

Vivasuite user 
management

Receive
remote 
software 
updates

*Vivatmo pro ready for third party plugins via GDT and HL7-
Interface

Data storage A
(Patient data)

LIS/HIS*

Data storage B
(Device data)

Vivatmo data storage separation


